900 Series Wireless Headsets
Gel Pad Installation Guide

1.0 INSTALL GUIDE

With a little practice and patience installing gel pads on a wireless headset is easy. The best way is as follows:

1.1 Remove the over the headset support sling from the cup ring and the cup ring from the headset cup (see Fig. 1).

1.2 Insert as much of the gel pad’s retaining lip as possible into the groove of the cup. It is easiest to start at the top of the cup (see Fig. 2).

1.3 While holding the gel pad where its retaining lip was inserted in step two, work the rest of the retaining lip into the groove around the cup (see Fig. 3).

1.4 Reinstall the cup ring (removed in step one) over the gel pad and into the groove of the cup by starting at the top and pulling down over the bottom of the gel pad. The cup ring helps to secure the gel pad (see Fig. 4).

1.5 Reattach the over the head strap (removed in step one) to the cup ring.

2.0 SUPPORT

For technical support, please contact Setcom at the number below. Please have your sales or purchase order number when you call.

650.965.8020 x603 or tech@setcomcorp.com

3.0 WARRANTY

Setcom's Standard Limited Warranty covers this product. For more information on Setcom’s warranty, see:

http://www.setcomcorp.com/warranty.html
Remove the headset support sling from the cup ring.

**Figure 1**

Stretch and pull to remove the cup ring from the headset cup.

**Figure 2**

Starting at the top, insert as much the gel pad’s retaining lip as possible into the cup’s groove.
While holding the gel pad where its retaining lip was inserted in step two, work the rest of the retaining lip into the groove around the cup.

Using this tab for leverage, lift and stretch the cup ring over the gel pad. The cup ring should rest in the cup groove on top of the gel pad, helping to secure the gel pad in place.

When reinstalling the cup ring, start at the bottom and pull it up and over gel pad.